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Graphic design and printing on request
(not included).

cm 160

50x15
50x15
50x15

- 5 pcs x 50 x15 cm Alubond RA515
sign holders (set up graphics)
- 2 pcs x 6mm steel rods

- 2 pcs Compasso snap frames
(useful size 35 x 110 cm) for
changeable graphics on paper
- 1 pce inUNO column

C

INUNO 500V
Wall panel equipped with:

50x70

- 2 pcs A4 vertical sized red
VISION holders

- 1 pc square metal basis

- 2 pcs x 6mm steel rods

50x15

cm 85

8

cm 40

- 1 pce Plexiglas Adhok sign holder
(useful size 50 x 70 cm) for easily
changeable graphics on paper

cm 85

D

E
cm 15

35
x
110

INUNO COMPASSO
Double sided freestanding display
complete with:

cm 100

50x15

B

cm 160

INUNO 515
Wayfinding wall panel display
equipped with:

cm 180

A

30x15
cm 30

70x14,8
cm 76,5

INUNO ROD715 SP
- 1 pce Plexiglas suspended
sign frame for graphics on
paper
- 2 pcs x 6 mm rods

INUNO RA315BN
Flag sign complete with:
- 1 pce double sided
Alubond RA315 sign frame
(set up graphics)
- 2 pcs silver finish side
clamps
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signage

STARBURST

as easy as
eating a candy

F

L
i
Small spacers designed to
be used with no need for
grains to secure pockets,
panels, signs, etc.

H

G

More vivid and
exciting environments with
color, enhancing all the
important details of
your exhibitors and
signposting.
4 colors each of a
resistant anodized coating
which gives a
high quality finish to this
very special series.
EASY & FAST.

Graphic design and printing on request
(not included).

A4V
A4V

cm 53

- 2 pcs x cm 21 x 30 10FL Plexiglas
pockets for changeable graphics
on paper
- 2 pcs A4 Plexiglas 150 brochure
holders

H

i

L

A5 O
cm 21

INUNO 050
Wall sign frame
complete with:
- 1 pce Plexiglas Adhok sign
holder for changeable graphics
on paper
- 2 pcs BLUE side clamps

42x42

50x15

cm 160

cm 200

- 1 pce A4
vertical size
transparent
brochure
holder
- 4 pcs BLUE
STARDUST
side spacers
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- 1 pcs x cm 20 x 30 Alubond RA /
A4 sign frame

- 1 forex panel
- 1 pce Plexiglas pocket 500 for
changeable graphics on paper

cm 80

A4V

INUNO MONO-1
Wall panel equipped with:

cm 100

50x70

G

cm 14,8

INUNO AUTO500
Freestanding display unit equipped with:

cm 100

F

Magnetic
board

INUNO ROD RA515 SP
- 1 pce Alubond suspended
sign frame for set up
graphics
- 2 pcs x 6 mm rods

- 3 pcs Plexiglas Adhok
515 sign holder for
changeable graphics
on paper

50x14,8

- 1 pce Alubond RA422
sign frame for set up
graphics

50x14,8

- 1 pce magnetic board

50x14,8

cm 50

INUNO MONO-2
Wall panel held by a wall
bar complete with:

- 4 pcs 1.5 mm cables
cm 65

cm 65
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Graphic design and printing on request
(not included).

cm 74,4

A3 O
A3 O
cm 46,4
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Q
30x30

100x140

70x15
cm 76,5

INUNO ROD RA715 SP
- 1 pce Alubond suspended
sign frame for set up
graphics
- 2 pcs x 6 mm steel rods

35
x
120

cm 106,5

INUNO 6005/SA 1040
- 1 pce Plexiglas suspended
sign frame for graphics on
paper
- 2 pcs x 6 mm steel rods

cm 67

INUNO
MONO-3
- 1 pce 30
x 30 cm
Alubond
sign frame
- 1 pce cm.
35 x120
clothbanner
- 2 pcs A4
Plexiglas
brochure
holders

R
70x15
70x15
70x15
70x15
70x15
70x15

cm 100

cm 60

cm 65

INUNO MONO-4
Wall panel held by a
wall barequipped with:
- 6 pcs Alubond RA
715 sign frames for
set up graphics
- 1 pce cm 60 x 160
printable forex panel
- 3 pcs brochure
holder bended
shelves
- 2 pcs 6 mm steel
rods

S

cm 200

P

cm 160

A3 O

O

cm 150

A3 O

INUNO
ROD302 SP
- 4 pcs
Plexiglas
suspended
sign frames
for graphics
on paper
- 2 pcs x 6
mm steel
rods

cm 100

N

cm 180

70x100

INUNO
ROD700 SP
- 1 pce
Plexiglas
suspended
sign frame
for graphics
on paper
- 2 pcs x 6
mm steel
rods

cm 150

cm 150

M

50x70

50x70

INUNO
ROD2-500 SP
- 2 pcs
suspended
Plexiglas
sign frames
for graphics
on paper
- 2 pcs x 6mm
steel rods

cm 54,4
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Graphic design and printing on request
(not included).

70x14,8

70x14,8

70x14,8

70x14,8

70x14,8

70x14,8

70x14,8

70x14,8

70x14,8

70x14,8

70x14,8

cm 100

14

cm 60

cm 100

- 12 pcs Plexiglas Adhok 715 sign
frames for changeable graphics
on paper
- 1 pce cm 50 x 30 shaped
Alubond panel

30x15
30x15

30
x
70

30x15
30x15

- 4 pcs A4 brochure holders
- 4 pcs x 6mm steel rods

cm 67

INUNO
MONO-6
- 1 pce
Alubond sign
frame for set
up graphics
- 4 pcs
methacrylate
sign frames
for graphics
on paper
- 1 pce A4
methacrylate
brochure
holder

V

INUNO 500V-2
Wall panel complete with:

50x70

50x14,8
50x14,8
50x14,8

- 1 pce Plexiglas Adhok sign holder
for changeable graphics on
paper

W
cm 15

LOGO

U

cm 160

cm 160

70x14,8

INUNO MONO-5
Wall panel held by a wall bar
complete with:

cm 180

T

15x15

cm 15

- 2 pcs Plexiglas 515 sign frames
for changeable graphics on
paper

INUNO RA115
Wall sign frame complete
with:

- 2 pcs x 6 mm steel rods

- 1 pce Alubond RA115 for
set up graphics
- 2 pcs BLUE side clamps

cm 85

15

signage

cm 65

cm 65
cm 250
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wall bar

cm 85

INUNO
Wall panels held by a wall bar
complete with:

- 3 pcs x 65 x 160 cm inUNO
framework

- 1 pce x 65 x 160cm inUNO
frame work

- 12 pcs A4 Vision Decor pockets
(6 white and 6 red)

- 1 pce x 85 x 160cm inUNO frame
work

- 2 pcs A4 horizontal methacrylate
sign frames

- 1 pce x cm 50 x 70 vertical
methacrylate sign frame

- 4 pcs vertical methacrylate sign
frames

- 1 pce x cm 70 x 100 vertical
methacrylate sign frame

- 1 pce x cm 50 x 70 vertical
methacrylate sign frame
Fastening Steel cables

- 1 pce double A4 sized vertical
sign frame
- 3 pcs A4 Vision Décor pockets

cm 175

cm 160

INUNO
Wall panels held by a wall bar
complete with:

- 4 pcs x cm 30 x 60 white finish
metal bended shelves

cm 160

wall bar

cm 85

cm 60

cm 105

cm 260
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furnishing

FURNISHING

space ideas
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furnishing

wall bar

INUNO
Wall panel held by a wall bar
equipped with:
- 4 pcs Plexiglas Adhok 101
pockets for changeable graphics
on paper
- 4 pcs A4 vertical red colour
Vision pockets
- 4 pcs metal bended shelves

Magnetic boards

- 1 pce magnetic board

wall set up multiple combinations on wall bar
inUNO – Storage wall unit on wall bar equipped with:
- 2 pcs x 65x160 cm inUNO framework
- 1 pcs x 75,6x160 cm inUNO framework
- 1 pce x 70 x100 cm methacrylate poster holder and 4 pcs fast-on clamps
- 3 pcs x 50 x 70 cm methacrylate poster holder
- 1 pcs A4 double size brochure holder
- 3 pcs bended steel metal small shelves, custom painted in green
- 16 pcs anchoring clamps
- 1 pce cable suspension system with fixing clamps

Methacrylate pockets

Transparent or coloured
polyethylene pockets
Wall bar

Bended and horizontal metal shelves
Graphic design and printing on request (not included).
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furnishing

inUno
a thousand
SOLUTIONS
in just one
OUTPUT.
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furnishing

In Uno to communicate
in a functional, versatile and
awesome way with just

ONE ONLY

basic element.
A modular system extremely
flexible and configurable, allowing
to range from free
standing to wall solutions,
dividing panels up to signposting
and displays.
Sizes, shapes and materials, each
environment has its own features
and thanks to inUNO system it is
easy to combine the needs of
communication with furniture.
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bookcases

WALL
STORAGE
systems
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bookcases

Nowadays systems
evolution makes
the latest generation of

MODULAR
SHELVES to be
RESHAPED and

combined (both in length
and height) basically on
today’s need.
Always MORE

VERSATILE

to the requirements of
contemporary living.
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bookcases

INUNO COMPOSIZIONE 6
Composition made of shelf storage
wall unit with:

INUNO COMPOSIZIONE 7
Composition made of shelf storage
wall unit with:

- 4 pcs x cm 80 x30 white shelves

- 4 pcs x cm 80 x30 white shelves

- 3 pcs x cm 60 x 30 white shelves

- 3 pcs x cm 115 x 30 white shelves

- 2 pcs x cm 115 x 30 white shelves

- 6 pcs red colour Vision Decor
pockets

- 2 pcs black colour Vision Decor
pockets

- 2 pcs black colour Vision Decor
pockets

cm 80

cm 60
cm 245

30

cm 180

cm 160

cm 160

50x70

cm 200

- 1 pce x cm 50 x70 Compasso snap
frame

cm 115

cm 115

cm 80

cm 60

cm 255
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bookcases

INUNO
Composition made of shelf storage wall unit with:
- 4 pcs x cm 200 white storage columns
- 1 pce x cm 100 white storage column
- 6 pcs x cm 115x30 white steel metal shelves

cm 100

cm 200

- 12 pcs x cm 80 x 30 white steel metal shelves

cm 80

cm 115

cm 115

cm 80

cm 402,5
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projects

DESIGNED

projects
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projects

LED frame

inUno is an
INTEGRATED
SYSTEM
that enables
furnishing,
setting up and
enhancing

SPACE.

VISUAL

&

DISPLAY

MUSEUM

LED panels
36

outfittings
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The unique finish in standard natural
anodized, is velvety and pleasant to
touch. And more, you can choose
color from our RAL folder for special
projects on request.

finishing

standard

ANODIZED SILVER

inUNO is the innovative system to decorate and
communicate which combines functionality, versatility and
aesthetics in one basic element.

INUNO CUSTOMIZED
High versatility in shape and colours.
An efficient service to feature spaces
and volumes.
A wide range of combinations to
Implement tailor made projects.

Designed and distributed thanks to Teknoline System by Studio T, the modular
system is extremely flexible and configurable, it can range from free standing to wall
solutions, room dividing panels to signage and displays.
InUNO is a world of endless possibilities to furnish, exhibit, inform and
communicate any way you like.

20 AVAILABLE COLOURS
A choice of RAL nuances, available
in 3/4 weeks time with an addition of
10% on the overall cost.

PAINTED ON REQUEST:

Structures extreme modularity and shaping. Sizes, shapes and materials,
every room has its own features and thanks to inUNO system is easy to combine
communication needs and furnishings. Many accessories available for a
complete communication system.

Catalog and price list on:

Dark
Micaceo
Light
Micaceo

GENERAL SALES CONDITIONS: AS BY PRICE LIST IN FORCE
1. PRICES - Prices are to be intended VAT
excluded
2. DELIVERY TERMS - Ex works Russi
(RAVENNA) - ITALY. There Goods are always
at Customer’s own risk. Delivered Duty Unpaid
term will be granted upon special request, to
be authorized by Teknoline by Studio T on
orders of superior amounts. This can be valid
only for EU countries.
3. MINIMUM ORDER - € 150 VAT excl. (We
reserve the right to charge extra freight costs
on an exceptionally basis for orders less than €
150 VAT excl. - the charge will be communicated
together with our order confirmation.)

www.studiot.it
www.teknolinesystem.com

4. DELIVERY TIMES - All orders are dispatched
in 3 weeks’ time max. from payment receipt.

One outline for thousand solutions
38

Glossy
Micaceo

5. PACKAGING - included.

7. TRANSPORTATION - Teknoline by Studio T is
not held responsible for damage, theft or loss
suffered during transportation. Please take care
of insurance. WARNING: accept the goods
“with STIPULATION” towards the forwarding
agent, stating the terms of receipt packaging;
eg: “Stipulation because the packaging has a
dent at its basis “or “Stipulation because the
carton box is damaged/wet”.
8. CHANGES - Studio T, in order to optimize
technical and quality performances, reserves
the right to vary without notice the construction
materials and size of its products as well as to
make changes to the pricelist at any time they
deems it appropriate.
9. COMPLAINTS - The Customer must inspect
the goods at the time of delivery: any claim for
defects or lack of materials must be made in
writing within 8 days on receipt of goods. After

that time the merchandise is to be considered
accepted.
10. PAYMENTS - Agreed payments must be
respected. Any delay will lead to automatically
charge interests at the current rate plus any
further cost claimed by Bankers in such cases.
11. COMPETENT COURT: Any dispute all be
brought before the Court of Ravenna, Italy

Studio T S.r.l.

Via dei Mestieri, 9/11
48026 Godo di Russi (RA)
Tel. +39 0544 419000
www.studiot.it
www.teknolinesystem.com

Teknoline System® by Studio T

015_DP_47

A single profile, high flexibility.

pleated
finish

finish

Aluminum is one of the most common elements on earth. Its main features are
lightness, duration, non-toxicity (it’s a non-toxic material largely used to contain
foods and drinks), its versatility and recyclability. Indeed aluminum is easily
recyclable with a low energy content.

custom

The aluminum protects the environment.

